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Alte rnative
Gear Manufacturing

Fig. 1 - A double !gear f1neb'lanl!:ed in one hit usino 8 semlpierce by MPlllntematiana'I', Inc.
way it is similar to forming technique machining and welding required under
such as forging and powdered metal the original design, The gear was
compaction, The metal i extruded into strength tested prior to production and
the die cavities to form tile desired shape. has successfully carried passengers in
Also unlike stamping. fineblsnking over 2 million vehicles.
offers the designer a Iimitedthree-dimea- "Fineblanlcing gives you a tronger
sional capability and can thus be used to gear than stamping or powdered metal."
create bevels. m:u1t\pJ:egear sets and said Rick Eisele of MPI International.
other complex forms. "In fact, many powdered metal gears are

The double gear for an automotive replaced by fineblanked gear. You get

Charles C'oo,per

D he gear industry is awash in

manura.cturin.g technologies that.
promise to, eliminate waste by
producing gears in near-net

shape, cut production and labor costs and
permit gear designers greater freedom in
materials. These methods can be broken
down into the following categories:
alternative ways to cut, alternative ways
to form and. new, exotic alternatives.
Some are new, some are old and
are imply amazing.

Altemati.lIe Way to eut
Traditional gear manufacturing

involves cutters, hobs and! other tools
that quickly remove metal from the piece
being worked. These are not, however,
the on]y ways to cut metal. Stamping,
fiaeblanking, laser • electrical discilarge
machining and abrasive waterjet are all
being used for gear production. each fill-
ing its own market. niche.

Stamping and Fi.neblanking.
Stamping is a metalworking technique
that has been compared to using a cook-
ie-cutter; A cutting die is pressed down
into the metal and! pulled! out again..
When it comes up. the worK-piece is
ejected and the process begins again.
Stamping is very fast, very efficient. but
not terribly precise, with a great deal of
clearance differences between work-
pieces common. Because of this. work-
pieces often require post-pre s grinding.
having or other machining. Stamping is

restricted by the thickne s of the piece
being worked and i u ed primarily for
SpU.I gears and other thin, flat forms.

_ .ineblanking shares certain similari-
ties to both stamping and forging. The
process takes metal from a sheet like
stamping but differs from it in that it uses
two die and form the workpiece by
pressing it into the desired shape, In thi

seat shown in Figure 1 was made by MPI
International. Inc, a Michigan-based
fineblanking and stamping company ..
The part was traditionally manufactured
by taking a stamped gear and welding a
machined gear hub to it. This was expen-
sive. the result inconsistent and. accord-
ing to MPI, there were many rejects.
Fineblank:ing's repeatability of the COD-

centricity of the two gears as well as
nearly distortion-free shaping was the
answer. Tolerances were kept 'to .0005
inches and savings were realized on the
elimination of rejects and the additional

close to machined-gear ql.lali.ty with
fineblanking," Stamped and fineblanked
gears can be found in a myriad of appli-
cations including the automotive, appli-
ance, office equipment, hydraulic and
medica] equipment industries,

lasers. While sometime slower than
traditional techniques, depending on the
material, lasers can easily cut complex
shapes such as gears with, great precision
and very little waste. This conservation
comes from the ability of the CNC
machines controlling the lasers to reuse
cutting paths, getling as many gears from
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a single sheet of metal as possible.
According to Matt Kalina. Director of
Marketing for the LAl Companies, spe-
cialists in laser and abrasive waterjet
technology, this fine nesting capability
makes laser eu tting one of the mosteco-
nomical ways to make certain types of
gears. Also, the computer control means
laser cuning is also low maiatenance.
The setup and first runs are always
closely supervised, but the actual pro-

duction runs don't need any real super-
vision due tothe CNC programming.

The trade-off for this speed, preci-
sion and ease of use is that pieces cut
with lasers have heat affected zones,
areas where the metal is heated beyond
a critical transformation point and
recast. These zones are l:imited, howev-
er, to the edges of the cuts-minimizing.
but not eliminating beat distortion and
the need for further machining. Post
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production grinding and bobbing are
common,

The type and thickness of the metal
being cut is also at issue with. la er ..
"Lasers, have trouble cutting metal more
than 3/4" thick. To cui. anything over
that would require too much power,"
said Kalina .. "They are also limited to
non- or semi-reflective materials. Metals
like aluminum and brass. that are highly
reflective, are difficult to cut because the
laser has trouble focusing its beam,"

While lasers are, like stamping, tra-
ditionally limited to flat forms such as
spur gears, newer five- and six-head
CNC controlled machines are changing
that. LAlhas used them to cut more
complex gear forms such as spiral
bevels, worms and helical gears.
"We've done a few jobs like these," aid
Kalina, "everyone was very happy with
the results."

Electr.i,c D.iscliarge Macliilling.
EDM uses electricity to melt or vaporize
the material being cut. Depending on the
application. the electrode can either be a
wire (wire EDM) or a pre-shaped solid
used as a vertical "sinker" EDM.

Like laser cutting. EDM causes heat
affected zones in the workpiece that
could require later machining. However,
it also eliminates many of the other
problem associated with traditional
gear cutting methods. The metal can be
pre-hardened and then EDM processed
to eliminate the need for any further
machining. Also, wall thickness, and
cutting and damping pressures are not
considerations since the piece is being
cut with electricity instead of steel.

According to James Spalding, eBC,
Marketing Manager for Charmilles
Technologies. "for gear manufacturers,
the biggest advantage of EDM is uaat-
tended machining. A group of machines



We're intmducingl our revolutionary KAPP KXl Gear Center and our new liine
of NillES ZP profile' grinders at the' Chicago IMTS show. Of course they come with our
famous KAPP CBN grindlillg wheels and our complete process packagle which ensures
reUabiliity and yom complete satisfaction. ..liB ..

Stop by and see us at McCormick Place. Take your jacket off .. ,.,.,.
and loosen your tie, because it's goingl to be hot!

OIMTS 9'a See us at booth 81-6981

Sales, and Service
PHONE 303-938-97.37
BOULDER, (OLORAI)O

CHICAGO. SEPTEMBER B·16.1B98

KAPP Sallesand Servic.e LP. representing, KAP~ Kapp Tech and NIILIES Berlin. ~
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Fig. 3 - An ILA.!five-axis, w!lterj,llt uses II 55.000-,p.s.i. strum of water mixed with garnet ,abrasive to
trim an aircraft screen panel made of titanium for ILockheed-Martin's new F-22 Fighter.

This translates into a savings in terms of
labor because a machinist does not have
to be present during the entire produc-
tion cycle. Additionally, because the
gears produced are near-net shaped,
costly post-production machining can
also be avoided. EDM can provide
pieces with tolerances up to AGMA class
IO right off the machine.

Abrasive Waterjet. Abrasive waterjer,
introduced to manufacturing in the early
1980s. has evolved into a versatile
method forcUlting and drilling any
material and continues its rapid growth
asa viable option 'for making gears.

"The technology's key attributes-
flexibility, quick setup and simple tool-
ing-make it a good match for making
prototypes and small runs of custom
gears," said LA[,s Matt Kalina.
"However, waterjet's dual head capabili-
ty, quick cycle time and ability to pro-
duce an excellent surface finish (125
r.m.s, typical) also distinguish it as a fea-
sible alternative for medium to large pro-
duction runs,"

Here's how abrasive waterjet technol-
ogy works: High pressure water
(50,OOO-60,OOO p.s.i.) runs through a
jewelled orifice ranging from .005 to
.013 inches in diameter and into a nozzle
ranging in size from .015 to .05 inches, in
12' GEAR TECHNOLOGY

diameter. The water stream creates a
vacuum, drawing finely ground abrasive
(i.e, garnet) into the nozzle's mix.illg
chamber and out to make contact with
the work material.

For gear manufacturers, the main
advantage is the ability to cut a ready to
use part quickly and, depending on the
level of precision, at a lower cost per
unitthan conventional machining. lt is
frequently the method of choice since it
typically produces burr-free edges with-
out heat affected zones, can easily han-
dle heat-treated materials, and, unlike
lasers, can cut through stacks of materi-
als tocreate multiple parts at the same
time, saving money and time.

LAl has used abrasive waterjets to cut
lapping machine gears from the difficult
to machine G- 10 plastic resin composite
material; cut titanium rack and pinion
components for commerical jet pilot
seats; processphenolics into machinery
gear components and cut spring steel
into gears with tightly spaced teeth.
According to Kalina: "Since abrasive
waterjet machines can achieve toler-
ances of +1-.00] inches, depending on
the thickness of the material, they can
produce desirable characteristics in
gears that do not require 11 high degree of
precision, especially large gears since

huge waterjet gantries can accommodate
massive work pieces."

Alternative Ways to Form
These methods use dies to mold the

metal into the desired shape. Casting and
forging are both press work technique
using heat and pressure to form the final
workpiece, Both are also near-net shape
methods that leave little scrap metal and
require little or no subsequent machining.

Casting. In its most basic form, cast-
ing is the process of pouring or injecting
molten metal into a die, allowing it to
cool, and then ejecting the finished or
near-finished product. The major type of
casting used in the gear industry today,
for high strength and durability, is cold
chamber casting.

Cold chamber casting begins with
molten meta] being ladled into the injec-
tion cylinder, A plunger pushes the
metal into the closed die cavity where it
is kept under pressure until it solidifies.
The die is then opened, the piece is eject-
ed and the plunger pushes the solidified
slug from the cylinder.

One of the largest gear castings came
out of Sivyer Steel of Bettendorf, Iowa.
Their client, AmCtyde, a manufacturer of
mining and.drilling platforms and machin-
ery, needed a 62 foot diameter gear. Ithad
to have a. minimum ultimate tensile
strength of 115,(l00psi, a minimum
95,000 psi yield strength, minimum 14%
elongation and minimum 30% reduction
of area. Sivyer cast the gear in twenty seg-
ments, each 6 inches hjgh. by 6 inches
wide by ] 17 inches long and weighing
1600 pounds using the cold chamber
process, For the full story, read "A Huge
Success" in the SeptemberlOctober 1995
edition of Gear Technology.

FOTgin,g. Forging can create stronger
parts than casting or any other manufac-
turing method. The forging process is
usually performed hot with the meta] pre-
heated to a desired temperature and then
placed under intense pressure until it
deforms and fills the die cavity. This can
be done on a traditionalpress or by using
dies mounted on rollers in a method pio-
neered in the okl Soviet Union. The
resulting part is referred to as a forging,

Forgings are used primarily as com-
ponents in critical mechanical systems
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Powdered metalcompacljng allows
bevel. rack, face. spur. helical and com-
pound gears to be made up to AGMA 8
tandards with production rates of up to
1000 piece per hour. Internal items Iike
splines. key. and keyways can also be
made 10 final shape w.ilh no post-press
machining operations. eliminating scrap
losses. Internal elements 'can be made
simultaneously with the gear profile.
again eliminating the need for subsequent

where great trengih and durability are
required. According 10 the Presrite
Corporation. test showed that forged
gears la t a1most twice as long as COD-

ventionally produced gears. This great
trength comes from the grain fiber

smrcture of the metal following the out-
ide contour 'of the part being fOll'ged into

the forging's final near-net-shape. At the
end of the forging process. there i usu-
ally only a small amount of metal around
the teeth that need to be ground off.
Once that is done. the gear i fini hed.

Powdered Metal Fo.rming.
Compacting powdered metal into gears
and other shape i a material innova-
tion that uses powdered in read of
molten. or heated metal as in regular
metal forming processes. The powder is
usually a blend of metals which are com-
pressed into a pair of dies at room tem-
perature ..This 'is u ually followed by SiD-

teriag, a proces ' of heating the pressur-
ized metal to, just below the melting
point of the base metal. Sintering bind
the metal particles [ogether~ producing
excenent tensile qualities which Can be
enbanced by further heat treatment.

Studie have been conducted compar-
ing powdered metal gears to gears, made
by other processes. One uch study,
which can be found in the Septem-
ber/October 1995 ednion of Gear
Technology found that mduction-hard-
ened, sinteredpowder metal spur gears
had sli.gltUy better dynamic loath stre s
capacitie than induction-hardened,
melted steel spur gears but that for SUI-

face durability the steel gears were bet-
ter. They also found that the steel gears.
whenthey broke. would break uddenly.
while the sintered gears would gradually
weaken and break due 10' the porou

mach,iningand allowing an efficient u
of dies and materials, Alllhi make pow-
dered metal a popular alteraati ve gear
proces with applicati.on ln the aero-
space, automotive, home pplian e and
power and hand tool indu me .

iExo ic AUcrnaiiv . hemleal
iEt.ching a.nd Microgears

U ingchemical . to etch out gears is
new. Developed originally for making
integrated circnits. fui technology is now

•••

AtN Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture newspiral
cutter bodies, lin diameters of 5" through t2"
at present.

AtN' can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters, hardware and replacement parts ·'or
most 5"-112" diameter bodies.

Whether it's servic~ or manufacturing. con-
sider us as an alternative source for replac.e-
rnent paris and Ihardwa:reas well as Ibodies
and cutters.
You'lll be in lor a pleasanl surprise.
NEW! St,ralght Bevell Cutters. IFloysl Oak, Michigan 48067

Tel: (248) 544-3852 •.Fax: (248) 544-3922
I I

Fiig. 4 - Ananortment o~ gearlfofliledl by: thl .
P,rnri11 CO'1l0I:ltion.
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being used at the Sandia National
Laboratories in New Mexico to make
ex.peri mental. microengines, electric
motors no bigger than a grain of and ..

The manufacturing process consists
of laymg down alternate layers of poly-
crystalline silicone (polysilicon) and sil-
icone dioxide, Photolithography is used
to set the patterns ferthe layers of the
materials. Vias etched through the sili-
cone dioxide provide anchor points

between the mechanical layers and to the
substrate .. Finally, the silicone dioxide
layers are etched away in a bath of
hydrofluoric acid (HF), leaving a system
consisting of one layer of polysilicon to
provide electrical interconnection and
one or more independent layers of poly-
ilicon, which form mechanicalelement

such a gears.
Realizing that theirelectrostatically-

powered microengiaes didn't produce

•on
SIDce 1936 ITWhas provided the gear industry
wlth gear lDapectlon devices. Put your trust in

the people who invented the process.

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
• Manual double flank testers for coarse pitch,
• Manual double flank testers for fine pitch.
• Computerized double flank testers for

coarse pitch.
• Computerized double flank testers

for flne pitch.
• Dimension over pins or balls.
• Automatic in-line gauges.

Model 2275-001"
Dimension over

Pins or Balls

Cortlpule"""d roll
tester lor cornpossa

and lead

No matter whar ,fhe ,application; coarse
pitch, fine pitch, externals, internals,

shafts, metal or plastic - we look
forward to workin.g with you.

1!4 GEAR TIECHNClOG'II'

Heartland

FiIl8 Pilch
Gaa.,Flolier

1205 36th Avenue West
Alexandria, MN 56308 U.S.A.

Ph: (320) 762-8782
Fax: (320) 762-5260

E·mail: itwgearsOrea-aIp.com
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enough power to actually do anything,
the engineers working on the project
went. on to develop a. microtran mi. sian
·10 provide their engine with a lower gear,
So far, they have been able to put enough
of these gears together togivetheir tiny
motors 3,000,000 times the torque of the
motor alone, theoretically enough power
to move an object that weighs a pound.

The gears in the miceotran mission
assemblyare similar to the gears on a ten
speed bicycle with a mailer gear meuns-
ed concentrically onto a larger one. The
tran mission consists of'a pair of these
mull:i-Ievel gears, the first with a gear
reduction ratio of 3: J and the second
with a gear reduction ratio of 4: I to give
a. total of ~2:1. Twenty-nine uch gears
together give a remarkable gear reduc-
tion ratio of 2,985.,984:.1.

The first uses of these microengines
and gears will be as afety device on
nuclear weapons as wen as in the next
generation of "smart." weapons, moving
tiny reflectors to channel light through
on-board fiber-optic networks and per-
fanning other high-precision tasks. Later
applications could include implanted
drug delivery systems, control. system
for automobile airbags, adaptive optical

Fig,. '5 - ,An eillctromicrograph sho-wing ,II spidar
mite walkJng across microglllrs. produced t
Sandia Naliooal'lIIbllratory.

Fig, Ii, - An electromicrographsho-wing PLI1 of
the mlcl'Duan-mission built bV :S8ndill N·8tion81
ILaboratory;
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,Moore has been designing and producing
high quality, reliaMe gaging systems for
more than 50 years.
,MOOIf r.,It.I,.1 1.11,·",.
Moore's U.S. operations provides ,over
1,000 emplo~s and a 375,000 sq. ,ft.
manufacturing facility, fuJi engineering
services, plus additional operations
worldwide.
M'OOIf IliglJ·."" fl- ""OIl;CS
Moor~'s GafJing' Division .,draws on the
technical skills and expenence ,of the
Moore Products Co., Instruments and
Controls Divi,sion, which produces
srote·oF·the·arl computer systems
and software for process c:onlrol.
MGGIl', ,'in
Moore is large enough 10
handfe major programs
,and specialized enough
to assure you personal
attention.

-- -
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,Call 0,. laJl rfllt Moor,1)G~ar
,Gaging ,hpet's Now

W: 1·2IS-64'·7400 bf. 2lS2
fall: '·2IS·,n-Ol41

CM)ORE]
111',-, -easur,a,.,l -, 'illerene ,#,

Moore Products Co., Gaging ,Division
Sumneytown Pike~Spring House, PA 19477



Callior fax us your gear dresser requirements.
Youwill 'quickly discover what leading U.S. gear producers have learned ..

Dr. Kaiiser gear dressers are' the best value available.

'technology. ensors for acceleration and
rotation a:nd assafety devices for conven-
tional and civilian explosives ..One major
advantage will be ease of fabrication.
According to project engineer Steve
Rogers, companies will be able to down-
load the ba ic transmission elements, and
once they've done that, they can design as
many as they need cheaply and easily.

Was the microtransmission able to
move that one pound weight? According [0

S.L.Munson
'& Company

We will design, build and guarantee
from your gear summary charts
gear dressers for Reishluer SPA
Ind Fassler DSA Systems
Direct·Plated or Sintered-Bond
Single- or Double·Sided Dressers.

We Iiso produce gear dressers for
- Glealon CNe & Phoenix
-Niles
- Okamoto
- Liebherr
- Caepel
• Normac
- Gil Solutions
- Hoglund
- HOfler

We offer our customers
- Highest Accuracy
- Competitive Price.
- Fastest Delivery
• Rell, & Rep•• ting Service

Importlld by

Dr..U. Sniegowski, one oflbe inventors of
!he microtransmission, not yet. "The mate-
rial! isn't strong enough to take the strain
and the gear teeth break," he said... We
are. however. experimenting with VarlOLI

methods to increase the strength."
Alternative gear processing is used to

cut co ts and waste and orne 'techniques
are 'better at it than others, Most promise
to produce near-net shapes with little or
no postprodaction machining, With oth-

1'5.17 Gregg St.. IColumbia,. 5C ,2!t2111
1-800·775-1390 • 1-803-252-3211
Fall 1·lI03l-'929-O.501'

SH US,AIIMTS BODII'H'B2E55
16 (J'E.R TECHt.OlO(JV

Fig. II - An eleC1Jomie~ogr,aphl'sbowing showing
details of tbe gears illl Figure 'I. Sandia
National Laboratory.

ers some machining is necessary. Each,
however. has its specific uses and pro-
duces gears with certain capabilities and
applications and each has a place in the
gear production markelplace.O

For more information on Sivyer SIMI.
please circle llJ1.
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